Mitochondria are involved in a variety of vital cellular activities, among which energy conversion is the most critical. A vast amount of efforts have been put into depicting the structure, assembly, coupling mechanism and pathology of respiratory chain complexes, and several landmarks should be noticed: 1) Mitchell in 1961 put forward the chemiosmotic hypothesis [@bib1], which is supported by later structural and functional analyses, especially the structure of bovine ATP synthase solved in 1994 by Walker [@bib2]; 2) Schägger in 2000 solubilized the mitochondria membrane with digitonin and detected the high molecular weight bands using blue native page (BNPAGE), thus for the first time proposing the respirasome model [@bib3], which is further amended by Enriquez who verified the respiratory activity of respirasome and raised the plasticity model in 2008 [@bib4]; 3) Our group presented the first near-atomic resolution structure of respirasome in 2016 [@bib5], together with several nominal resolution structures independently solved by Sazanov and Kuhlbrandt almost at the same time [@bib6], [@bib7], again heating up debates about the electron transfer mechanism in electron transport chain supercomplex. As exemplified above, our understanding of the energy conversion machinery has been greatly advanced, however, this understanding is still far from satisfying.

The plasticity model is thus far the most widely accepted theory about the respiratory chain organization [@bib8], [@bib9]. In this model, most CII, CIV and a relevant proportion of CIII stand alone and seem to move freely on the inner mitochondrial membrane, while the majority of CI is stabilized by the CIII dimer, with or without several copies of CIV, and the super-assembly of these complexes are dynamic, with a certain turnover rate. Consequently, electron transfer from CI to CIII is most likely carried out by CoQs shuttled within the I~1~III~2~IV~n~ supercomplexes, despite that CoQs carrying electrons from CII seems to freely move on the membrane. Kinetic evidence using flux control analysis performed by Lenaz and Genova is consistent with this model, showing that electron transfer via CI and CIII behaves like an integral enzyme, while the transfer via CII and CIII demonstrates like separate enzymes [@bib10], [@bib11].

However, the exact organization of the respiratory chain has never gained consensus and has been challenged continuously by emerging evidence. It has been shown that the stoichiometry of supercomplexes can vary in different physiological conditions and cell types [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], but we know nearly nothing about the regulation pathway. Most recently, Greggio reported that after 4 months of exercise training, not only individual respiratory chain complexes but also respiratory supercomplexes in human muscle mitochondria show an increase, and the free complexes tend to assemble into functional supercomplexes after exercise [@bib15]. But still, we don\'t understand the detailed signaling pathways. Cryo-ET (Cryo-electron tomography) analyses locate the ATP synthase dimers at the edge of the cristae curve, and CI at the approximately plane surface of cristae [@bib16], [@bib17]. The shape of mitochondria cristae is closely related with aging and cell apoptosis, and has been reported to influence the supercomplex assembly [@bib18], [@bib19]. However, the detailed connection between cristae shape and supercopmlex organization is not known, either. Structural evidence indicate the existence of higher oligomerization level of respirasomes, termed as megacomplexes [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib9], and finally in this year, our group unprecedentedly reported the first medium resolution structure of megacomplex from cultured human cells after docking of the well resolved sub regions including CI, CIII dimer and CIV [@bib20]. For the first time, this work provided solid evidence for the existence of megacomplex, observed the possible compartment of Q pool, and connected the organization of respiratory chain more tightly with the shape of cristae. Since this is the first structure of human respirasome, previously reported mitochondrial disease related mutations can all be mapped into our structure. Doubtlessly, this is a great step forward into conquering many severe neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer\'s syndrome, Parkinson\'s disease, multiple sclerosis, friedreich\'s ataxia, Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, etc. [@bib20].

Disputes about substrate channeling, electron transfer mechanism and the assembly process of supercomplexes have always been fierce [@bib21]. Despite the widely accepted segmentation theory of the Q pool, Hirst et al. presented evidence against the partitioning of the Q pool in 2014 through their spectroscopic and kinetic experiments [@bib22]. In accordance, since the early 1980s, Gutman et al. have shown the phenomenon of reverse electron transfer from succinate to NAD+, indicating that the Q pool in SC might have communications with the free Q pool via some unknown mechanism [@bib23]; in contrast to the classic Q cycle theory, our group proposed another electron pathway within CIII based on our high resolution structure of respirasome [@bib9]; In addition, although CIV subunit COX7A2L in mouse has been identified as an assembly factor of supercomplex, more assembly factors still await to be found and the accurate assembly process is far from clear [@bib24].

In this review, we will introduce recent advances of the mitochondrial ETC (electron transport complexes) research in three parts: the structure details of respirasome, the relationship between cristae shape and respiratory chain organization, and the highly disputed issues including substrate channeling, electron transfer pathway, and the assembly process of respirasome.

Structures of respirasome {#sec2}
=========================

Since the August of 2016, structural research of respiratory chain has obtained exciting breakthroughs, including four medium to high resolution cryo-EM structures of respirasome independently solved by three different groups [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib9]. These structures originate from porcine, bovine or ovine, and due to differences in species source, purification methods and cryo-EM data quality, some detailed discrepancies were observed while the overall structures fit well with each other \[[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}\].Fig. 1**Overall structures and conformational changes of respirasome from porcine, ovine and bovine** (A). High resolution structure of respirasome from porcine heart. Front and back view of cartoon models are shown. Each subunit is shown in different colors. These structures are originated from data in PDB: 5GUP. (B) Conformational change of CI and CIII. Two conformations of CI and CIII are shown in marine and cyan respectively. (C) Conformational change of CIV. CIV is shown in yellow, while CI and CIII are shown in blue in respirasome. Relative distance between CIII and CIV are variable through different species and conformations. Model of respirasome from porcine, bovine, ovine (tight), ovine (loose) are originated from PDB [5GUP](pdb:5GUP){#intref0025}, [5LUF](pdb:5LUF){#intref0030}, [5J4Z](pdb:5J4Z){#intref0035} and [5J7Y](pdb:5J7Y){#intref0040} respectively [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib52].

Most recently (Oct 5th, 2017), a review article from Sazanov\'s group also discussed current knowledge about mitochondrial respiratory chain, but clearly they have some misunderstanding about our work [@bib25]. They criticized that the interaction sites between CI and CIII are not resolved at the level of side chains, which is not true. In fact, our density map has the highest resolution by far, and the contact sites can be identified clearly and shown in the Figure 5F of our published paper [@bib5]. They also pointed out that the density for CIV is weak so the positioning and inferred contacts may not be reliable, which is quite arbitrary. In fact, after docking the crystal CIV structure (PDB:[1OCC](pdb:1OCC){#intref0010}) into our map, the correlation coefficients reach a very high level, which means the final map is quite reliable. Besides, they accused that the maps describing the intermediate states of processing are of the wrong hand, which is actually not important and indicates that maybe the authors are not quite familiar with the structural solving process of the single particle cryo-EM method, because in the final map we performed a total reversion and the opposite chirality of the intermediate states is only for convenience in data processing. Finally, they claimed that the 10-kDa subunit (NDUFV3) is misassigned, which is not true because in samples from porcine heart the density for this subunit is missing, and the reason is the difference in species source. Inexplicably, the authors cited one of our piezo1 structural paper [@bib26] (cited as the 74th citation) in the "Function of supercomplex formation" section when they described the "Comparison of the structures of isolated CI and SCs" [@bib25]. It\'s really unintelligible to cite one of our paper there. As stated above, despite some defects caused by the limitation of current technology, we still get the best density map till now.

The overall structure {#sec2.1}
---------------------

Our group firstly used 81.1k particles to reconstruct a 5.4 Å resolution structure of porcine respirasome [@bib5], which offered unprecedentedly rich information of the organization and mechanism of respirasome considering that former respirasome structures can only reach 22 Å and 19 Å resolution [@bib27], [@bib28]. In this structure, high resolution crystal structures of CIII (1BGY) and CIV (1OCC) can fit into the map with high correlation coefficients, and the resolution of CI density map alone can even reach 3.97 Å, which allows us to accurately assign 14 core subunits and 20 supernumerary subunits, together with 17 backbone models belonging to the other 11 unassigned subunits or the unassigned regions of the assigned proteins. The CIII dimer in this structure is in the 'int' state, because distances of the \[2Fe-2S\] cluster to heme c~1~ and heme b~L~ are 30 Å and 27 Å respectively. Cytochrome *c*, which might be lost during sample preparation, is found to attach to neither CIII nor CIV. Taken together, totally 131 transmembrane helices are identified in this structure, with 77 from CI, 26 from CIII and 28 from CIV, and these transmembrane helices form a flat gigantic transmembrane disk [@bib5].

After that, our group pushed the study further, applying 162k particles to refinement, and finally raised the resolution of our overall structure to 4.0 Å, which is the first near-atomic resolution structure of respirasome and provided a mass of information [@bib9]. Using sub-region refinement, the resolution of CI and CIII both reach 3.6 Å, allowing de novo model building for the majority of residues from all CI and CIII subunits, except NDUFA12 and NDUFV3 of CI. The density map for NDUFV3 is missing, while NDUFA12 can be assigned without accurately building of side chains. Taken together, 44 subunits of CI with 78 TMHs and 22 subunits of CIII with 26 TMHs are accurately placed in the density map, and 13 subunits of CIV with 28 TMHs are assigned to the density map using rigid body fit (1OCC). Besides, 11 and 12 phospholipid molecules in CI and CIII, 6 and 2 heme molecules in CIII and CIV are identified from the structure, respectively.

Despite previously reported medium to high resolution structure of mammalian CI [@bib29], [@bib30], the map of CI in our supercomplex structure actually has the highest resolution (3.6 Å). Although the authors claimed they solved the atomic structure of the entire ovine mitochondrial complex I at 3.9 Å, we downloaded the structure coordinate (PDB: [5LNK](pdb:5LNK){#intref0015}) and the map (EMDB: EMD-4093) to check its electron density quality. The results clearly show that the electron density quality is too poor to build the model. To exemplify, there is no density at all of the NDUFA11, no side chain density of most of the accessory components of the membrane arm, and the density for phospholipids is even worse. The overall density is actually worse than the 4.2 Å structure of the bovine CI reported by Hirst\'s group [@bib29]. Recently, Sazanov\'s group updated both the coordinate and the map, and the electron density looks better than before.

In our CI map, 1 FMN molecule in NDUFV1, 1 NADPH molecule in NDUFA9, 1 Zn^2+^ ion in NDUFS6, 8 FeS clusters in the matrix region, 2 D4PP groups in two acyl carrier protein complexes NDUFAB1-NDUFA6 and NDUFAB1-NDUFB9 can be clearly distinguished. In the matrix module, NDUFS2, NDUFS7 and ND1 form the Q chamber. In the membrane module, among the 21 supernumerary subunits, 12 subunits have 1 TMH, NDUFC2 has 2 TMHs, NDUFA11 has 4 TMHs, 3 subunits (NDUFA10, NDUFAB1b and NDUFB9) sit on the matrix side, and 4 subunits (NDUFA8, NDUFS5, NDUFB7 and NDUFB10) containing CX9C motifs able to form intramolecular disulphides within the 'CHCH' domains sit on the intermembrane side. Detailed interactions between subunits in CI are observed, showing NDUFA8, NDUFA13, NDUFS4, NDUFS8, NDUFB10, NDUFB9, NDUFB5, ND5 and NDUFS2 interact with other 9, 9, 10, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16 and 17 subunits, respectively. A significant difference with previous CI structures observed is the N terminus of NDUFS2 in our structure, which extends a long way from matrix module to the distal membrane part [@bib9], [@bib31].

Slightly later than our group, Sazanov\'s group submitted a paper in which they applied 54.5k particles to 3D classification and got two classes of supercomplex I~1~III~2~IV~1~ from ovine heart, a tight form and a loose form, reaching resolutions of 5.8 Å and 6.7 Å, respectively [@bib6]. In both structures, the density for CIV is weaker than that for CI and CIII. α-helices in both structures can be resolved, but β-sheets and loops can only be resolved in the tight structure. CI FeS clusters can be identified in both structures, but heme molecules in CIII and CIV can only be identified in the tight structure. The FeS cluster in the Rieske protein of CIII is not visible in both structures, but the position of this subunit is clearly assigned in the distal position ('b' state). Taken together, totally 132 transmembrane helices (78 from CI, 26 from CIII and 28 from CIV) are identified. All the transmembrane helices are aligned to form a flat plate [@bib6].

Two months later, Kuhlbrandt\'s group reported another structure of respirasome from bovine heart with a medium resolution (9 Å) [@bib7]. They used PCC-a-M (trans-4-(trans-4′-propylcyclohexyl)cyclo-hexyl-a-[d]{.smallcaps}-maltoside), rather than digitonin to solubilize the mitochondrial membrane. Totally 156,519 particles were applied to classification and two classes of I~1~III~2~IV~1~ were resolved, with class 1 (11% of total particles) resolved to 9.1 Å, and class 2 (6% of total particles) resolved to 10.4 Å. 132 α-helices in the transmembrane region can be observed in the class 1 structure [@bib7].

In 2017, our group reconstructed the first structure of human megacomplex I~2~III~2~IV~2~ from cultured cells. The centrosymmetric structure of human MCI~2~III~2~IV~2~ resembles the architecture of the 2D-average of the supercomplex-I2III2 from potato previously described by Bultema. The overall structure is ∼220 A° in height, ∼280 A ° in width, and ∼300 A ° in length, containing 140 subunits with 238 transmembrane helices (TMHs). All the TMHs are aligned to form a slightly bent plane. Two CIs encircle the whole structure centrosymmetrically with the CIII dimer locates at the center of the huge machine. Two CIVs are anchored by the distal end of two CI membrane arms at each side, with a clear gap between CIV and the other CI. Meanwhile, the two monomers of the CIII dimer both have intensive interactions with CI and CIV at the same side, so both monomers could receive QH2 from one CI and pass reduced cyt.*c* to one adjacent CIV to transform energy most efficiently. This may be the ultimate oligomerization form of respiratory chain complexes functioning in emergent conditions. The interfaces between the CI-CIII and CI-CIV covered areas of 2616 Å^2^ and 946 Å^2^, respectively. Similar to our previously demonstrated porcine SCI~1~III~2~IV~1~ structure, UQCRC1 of CIII has close interactions with NDUFB9, NDUFAB1 of CI, and NDUFA11 of CI was close to UQCRQ of CIII. COX7A of CIV contacts both CI and CIII. However, there were no direct interactions between CIII and CIV, and the gaps between the complexes at other sites might be bridged by phospholipid molecules.

Conformational changes {#sec2.2}
----------------------

Based on our medium resolution structure [@bib5], we found that compared to the previously reported free form CI (PDB ID: [4UQ8](pdb:4UQ8){#intref0020}), the distal end of the membrane arm of CI in respirasome displays a lateral movement towards the middle region, supporting the proposal that CIII and CIV can help CI to acquire a more stable conformation in respirasome. In our high resolution structure [@bib5], casting out the relatively low resolution part of CIV, the density map of CI and CIII can be classified into two major groups, indicating two states of respirasome. In these two states, the membrane arm of CI can overlap, but in the tighter state the matrix arm of CI and the overall structure of CIII move toward each other compared to the looser state. Based on the structure, our group also proposed a new mechanism of electron transfer between CI and CIII, which will be discussed in the last section [@bib5], [@bib9].

The ovine respirsasome structure also indicated two conformations, the tight form and the loose form. According to their model, CIV can contact both CI and CIII in the tight form while can only contact CI in the loose form. The distance between the matrix regions of CI and CIII increases in the loose form. The two forms of respirasome are shown to be able to interconvert. However, these two conformations cannot be matched to our structure. We think the loose form is very likely a dysfunctional form waiting to be disassembled, as indicated by themselves [@bib6].

Kuhlbrandt\'s group also identified two conformations of respirasome. The CIII dimer is reported to rotate around 25° between the two classes, and the matrix arm of CI in class 2 moves a little away from center of the respirasome, which is consistent with the deactive form of CI reported by Zhu [@bib29]. Furthermore, they claim that in their structure, the Rieske protein of one monomer of CIII cannot be resolved clearly, thus concluding that only one of the Rieske protein is functional (the one cannot be resolved). Sazanov\'s group also proposed the asymmetric nature of CIII dimer [@bib6]. However, we prefer the model that both CIII monomers are able to transfer electron to cyt.*c*. Details will be discussed in the last section [@bib7] \[[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}\].

Interaction between individual complexes {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------

Based on the medium resolution structure, our group reported accurate interactions between respiratory complexes for the first time. In the middle part of the membrane module, NDUFA11 of CI can interact with UQCRB and UQCRQ of one monomer of CIII, and at the distal part, the N-lobe of NDUFB9 of CI can interact with a short loop of UQCRC1 (S251-L265) of the other CIII monomer on the matrix side. Transmembrane helices of COX7C of CIV have interactions with the last transmembrane helix of ND5 at the distal end of CI membrane arm, and the flexible region before the transmembrane helix of COX7A of CIV can interact with UQCRC1 and UQCR11 of CIII at the matrix side. Interestingly, an isoform of COX7A obtained from mouse, COX7A2L, is believed to be important for CIII and CIV assembling into supercomplexes but do not affect individual CIII or CIV function in mouse, and thus renamed as SCAF1 (supercomplex assembly factor 1) [@bib4], [@bib18], [@bib24]. However, we didn\'t detect SCAF1 in the porcine respirasome [@bib5] \[[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}\].Table 1Interactions between individual complexes within respirasome.SpeciesCI, CIII interactionCI, CIV interactionCIII, CIV interactionPorcineNDUFA11, NDUFB4, NDUFB8, NDUFB9, UQCRB, UQCRQ, UQCRC1, UQCRC10ND5, NDUFB3, NDUFB7, NDUFB8, COX7A, COX7C, COX8UQCRC1, UQCR11, UQCRB, COX7AOvineTightNDUFA11, NDUFB4, NDUFB7, NDUFB9, NDUFB10, UQCRQ, UQCRH, UQCRC1, UQCRFS1, UQCRHND5, NDUFB2, NDUFB3, NDUFB7, COX7A, COX7C, COX8B,UQCRC1, UQCR11,COX7ALooseNDUFA11, NDUFB4, NDUFB7, NDUFB9, NDUFB10, UQCRQ, UQCRH, UQCRC1, UQCRFS1, UQCRHND5, NDUFB3, COX7ANo interactionBovineNDUFA11, NDUFB9, UQCR1, UQCRQND5, COX7CUQCRC1, UQCR10, UQCR11, COX7A

In our high resolution structure, the interaction between CI, CIII and CIV are visualized more clearly. In addition to previously identified NDUFA11 of CI, UQCRB and UQCRQ of CIII, which still forms most of the interactions between CI and CIII, the TMH of single transmembrane subunits NDUFB4 and NDUFB8 are also lined in the middle part of CI and CIII, and the N-terminus of NDUFB4 together with helix-3 of the LYR-motif containing subunits NDUFB9 can also interact with a highly conserved loop (Y257-T266) of UQCRC1 of CIII at the matrix side. The N terminus of UQCRC10 is also identified to contact the N terminus of NDUFB4 and NDUFB8. Interestingly, each TMH of NDUFA11 contain a cysteine residue, with C95 and C115 actually forming a disulfide bond which substantially contributes to the stability of TMH region of NDUFA11, while C18 and C115 pointing to different directions, indicating that the redox environment around the inner mitochondria membrane can regulate the stability of NDUFA11, thus the stability of supercomplex. In the high resolution structure, interactions between CIV and other subunits are also defined at atomic level. COX7A of CIV is close to a short helix of NDUFB8 of CI, and on the other side to the helices of UQCRC1, UQCR11 and UQCRB of CIII. E503 of ND5 can form a hydrogen bond with R20 of COX7C, meanwhile NDUFB3, NDUFB7 and NDUFB8 are also close to COX7C and COX8. An unoccupied space is identified between CI and CIII, which is considered as the Q tunnel, supporting the substrate channeling theory [@bib9] \[[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}\].

Most interactions between individual complexes in ovine respirasome occur at the same sites as in porcine respirasome, even though some specific subunits can vary. In both tight and loose forms, interaction between CI and CIII remain similar, but interactions with CIV vary slightly. In the middle part of CI membrane arm, NDUFA11 and NDUFB4 of CI can interact with UQCRQ of CIII, while NDUFB10 and NDUFA11 of CI can contact UQCRH of CIII. In the distal end between CI and CIII, NDUFB9 and NDUFB4 of CI can interact with UQCRC1 and UQCRFS1 of CIII. At the interface between CI, CIII and CIV, NDUFB7 can contact both UQCRH of CIII and COX7A of CIV. In the tight form, ND5, NDUFB2, NDUFB3, NDUFB7 of CI can interact with COX7C and COX8B of CIV, while UQCR11 and UQCRC1 of CIII can interact with COX7A of CIV. In the loose form, CIV swings away from CIII, and COX7A contact ND5 and NDUFB3 [@bib6] \[[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}\].

Due to the limited resolution of bovine respirasome structure, direct interaction between individual subunits cannot be accurately determined. However, interactions between NDUFB9 of CI and UQCR1 of CIII on the matrix side, and between NDUFA11 of CI and UQCRQ of CIII in the membrane region are identified. Besides, ND5 of CI approaches COX7C of CIV, and UQCRC1, UQCR10, UQCR11 of CIII are found to interact with COX7A1 of CIV [@bib7] \[[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}\].

Phospholipids {#sec2.4}
-------------

The respirasome structure solved by our group has another advantage, the accurately placed phospholipids. Our group identified multiple phospholipid molecules in the high resolution structures, and proposed these lipid molecules function in two interplaying aspects: on the one hand, NDUFA11 is found to interact with at least 3 lipid molecules, which behave like the glue to make protein--protein interactions between NDUFA11 and other subunits more stable, thus enhancing the supercomplex stability; on the other hand, the broken regions between ND1, ND2, ND4 and ND6 TMHs are all shown to interact with hydrophobic tails of phospholipids, which behave like the lube to membrane arm, thus rendering more flexibility of the proton pumping module and enhancing the proton pumping ability of CI. This finding is in consistent with previous studies reporting the important roles of lipid molecules in respirasome formation and function [@bib9], [@bib31].

Cristae shape and supercomplex organization {#sec3}
===========================================

Mitochondria participate in a series of vital cellular activities, including energy conversion, saccharide and lipid metabolism, apoptosis, aging, and calcium homeostasis. Mitochondrial morphology has been reported to be tightly connected with mitochondrial function [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34]. Two layers of lipid membranes are cyclized to form the mitochondria, with the outer membrane similar to the plasma membrane, while the inner membrane being more complicated and classified into two types. One is the boundary membrane that is closely apposed with the outer membrane, and the other is the cristae, which are extended to the intermembrane space and connected to the boundary membrane through many tubular structures termed as crista junctions [@bib18]. Within these crista junctions, a series of scaffold proteins (MICOS) lash the base of cristae [@bib35], [@bib36]. The shape of cristae is variable in different species and cell conditions. When mitochondrial respiration is triggered (transition from State IV to State III), "Orthodox" mitochondria usually observed after fixation with intact tissue become "condensed", where the surface of cristae expands and the matrix volume decreases [@bib34], [@bib37]. Several groups reported that using cryo-ET technology, the respiratory chain complexes responsible for generating the proton gradient are found to be located on the relatively flat surface of cristae, while the ATP synthase dimers are located at the edge curve of cristae and aligned to form ribbons [@bib16]. This arrangement can greatly avoid proton leakage across the large cristae surface, and enables the sink formed by the ATP synthase dimers to harness proton gradient with highest efficiency \[[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}\].Fig. 2**The relationship between cristae shape and respirasome**. Simple cartoon model of cristae and OXPHOS proteins are shown. Respirasome and individual complexes are located on the planar cristae surface. ATP synthase dimer sits at the edge of cristae. The of root of cristae is lashed by OPA1 oligomers. Abbreviation: IMS: Intermembrane space. Traces of proton are shown by arrows.

Since 2000, more and more evidence have shown that individual respiratory chain complexes can assemble into supercomplexes to increase the electron transfer efficiency and alleviate ROS generation [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40]. Soon enough, the shape of mitochondrial cristae is proved to influence the assembly of supercomplexes, at least indirectly [@bib18]. OPA1 is a member of the dynamin-related GTPase protein family, and functions as rivets at the crista junction [@bib41], [@bib42]. When apoptosis signals transmit to mitochondria, OPA1 oligomers are disrupted, and remodeling of cristae occurs, resulting in the release of cytochrome *c* into plasma. In OPA1 mutated cells, mitochondria cristae show an onion-like shape, where the assembly of supercomplexes is severely disrupted. Interestingly, many groups reported that the cristae shape is linked with ATP synthase dimerization [@bib17], [@bib43]. In yeast mutants where dimerization of ATP synthases is hampered, cristae cannot be normally organized. Furthermore, although the shape of cristae can change among different species, ATP synthase dimers seem to exist in all kinds of normal cristae [@bib17], [@bib43]. In this sense, supercomplex assembly is connected with ATP synthase dimerization, and their organization both depends on the proper cristae shape. This conclusion is illuminating, however, higher resolution cryo-ET analysis of normal and mutated mitochondria is required in the future to provide more solid details \[[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}\].

Some significant models regarding supercomplex organization other than the plasticity model were also raised and equally intriguing, such as the respiratory string model and the megacomplex model. In 2004, Schägger\'s group speculated the model of respiratory string based on stoichiometry [@bib44]. In this model, I~2~III~4~IV~8~ forms circular structures linked by III~2~IV~4~ to form a helical string along the cristae surface. However, this model seems less consistent with the conditions in mammals where not all CIIIs and CIVs are assembled into supercomplexes [@bib8], [@bib9]. In 2007 and 2013, two other groups reported the megacomplex organization model of CIII and CIV in yeast and bacteria respectively, where dimerization of CIII and CIV can result in the formation of megacomplex containing multiple copies of CIII and CIV [@bib45], [@bib46]. Meanwhile, many groups identified circular structures larger than respirasome in their cryo-EM particle images. In 2008, Kouril\'s group reported a megacomplex organization from potato mitochondria, where larger particles than respirasome were detected in both BNPAGE and cryo-EM images [@bib47]. In 2016, our group and Sazanov\'s group reported two similar structures of respirasome, while we presented two different megacomplex models. In Sazanov\'s model, two respirasomes are linearly organized and linked by CIV forming a dimer, similar to a string [@bib6]. However, this is not in accordance with our cryo-EM images, which are circular and agree with Kouril\'s model proposed in 2008. In our circular model, electron transfer between CI and CIII, CIII and CIV can reach the highest efficiency [@bib5], [@bib9]. Although in the samples we obtained from solubilized mitochondrial membrane, respirasome occupied a rather high partition while only a few megacomplexes existed, we couldn\'t rule out the possibility that due to the solubilizing condition, the megacomplex organization in vivo might be disassembled.

In 2017, our group reported the first medium resolution structure of megacomplex from cultured human cells [@bib20], and after docking of well resolved sub regions, we could accurately place all of the 45 subunits in each CI, 22 subunits in dimeric CIII, and do rigid body fitting of the 13 subunits in each CIV and of the 2 cytochrome *c* molecules. This work provided convincing evidence for the existence of megacomplex, and clearly proved the circular model, thus the organization of respiratory chain complexes shall have an even tighter connection with the shape of cristae, because the megacomplex can occupy an even larger area on the cristae surface \[[Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}\].Fig. 3**Linear and circular model of megacomplex** Linear model (A) and circular model (B) of megacomplex organization are shown. CI, CIII and CIV are in green, mega and yellow respectively [@bib5], [@bib6].

Disputable issues {#sec4}
=================

What we have known raises even more controversial issues, including the authenticity of the substrate channel, the pathway of electron transfer, and the assembly process of supercomplexes.

Substrate channeling {#sec4.1}
--------------------

One of the major advantages proposed of forming supercomplexes is to increase the electron transport efficiency through substrate channeling, which is quite reasonable. Substrate channeling is the direct transfer of a reaction intermediate between active sites of two or more enzymes catalyzing sequential reactions. The first experimental evidence [@bib10], [@bib11] for substrate channeling within the supercomplex is provided by Lenaz et al., in 2004. They used specific inhibitors to detect the extent of flux control related to CI, CII and CIII, and calculated the flux control coefficients (FCC) of each individual complex in NADH oxidation and succinate oxidation, respectively. The FCCs of both CI and CIII in NADH oxidation pathway are close to 1, which means these two enzymes behave like an entirety. In contrast, the FCC of CII in succinate pathway is high, while that of CIII is quite low, indicating substrate channeling only exists between CI and CIII, not between CII and CIII. On the other hand, flux control analysis of CIV using cyanide inhibition detected no substrate channeling between CIII and CIV. Many other groups confirmed the substrate channel between CI and CIII through various methods. In 2008, Benard et al. identified three different CoQ pools in succinate oxidation [@bib48]. One pool is directly used; another pool functions as a reserve and is used when normal energy flux level is disturbed; and the third pool is not used in succinate oxidation at all, indicating CI and CII actually use different CoQ pools. In 2013, Lapuente-Brun et al. analyzed the rates of CI- or CII-linked respiration when CI, CII, CIII, or CIV are genetically ablated, showing the existence of dedicated CoQ and cyt.*c* pools compartmented in SCs, and the CI--CIII channel is preferred when the amount of CIII is limited [@bib49].

However, Blaza and Trouillard challenged the existence of substrate channeling between CI and CIII, CIII and CIV respectively. Blaza et al. recorded the peak absorbance change of heme molecules in CIII when NADH and/or succinate was added to the in vitro system [@bib22]. They claimed that all three combinations (NADH, succinate, NADH and succinate) can rapidly reduce heme molecules to almost the same extent, suggesting NADH and succinate could access all the CIII present. However, one thing worth noting is that the time scale of heme depletion and substrate channel are basically incomparable. In their experiments, the reduction of heme molecules took a few seconds to fully complete, while substrate channeling between CI and CIII could be completed in only a few milliseconds. In other words, CoQs compartmented within SCs can exchange relatively slowly with free CoQs in the membrane, but this cannot exclude the existence of CoQ pool. The substrate channeling between CIII and CIV is hard to detect, because the majority of CIV is in the free form [@bib50], and the compartmentation and pool behaviors of cyt.*c* are hard to be identified. Although Trouillard et al. provided evidence against cyt.*c* channeling [@bib51], they cannot rule out the possibility that their results is caused by the dynamic nature of SC organization.

In 2011, Althoff et al. reported a low resolution cryo-EM structure of bovine SCI~1~III~2~IV~1~, based on which they claimed that the three component complexes are arranged in a unique way that the Q binding sites of CI and CIII face each other and are separated by a 13 nm gap, while the cyt.*c* sites of CIII and CIV are arranged within 10--11 nm, supporting the substrate channeling mechanism [@bib27]. However, due to the limited resolution, detailed arrangement around the channel is ambiguous. Recently, Sazanov\'s, Kuhlbrandt\'s and our group solved three medium to high resolution structures of respirasome from ovine, bovine, and porcine, respectively. All these groups reported that the Q sites in both CI and CIII are open to the membrane and are located close to each other, with no barriers detected, supporting the substrate channeling theory [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib9], [@bib52]. The same is true about the cyt.*c* sites in CIII and CIV.

In 2017, our group reported the structure of megacomplex I~2~III~2~IV~2~, and furthermore, we observed a mass of unoccupied density between CI and CIV. Some groups reported that CII can interact with CI, CIII and CIV before, so we modeled a CII structure into the gap formed by CI and CIV [@bib4], [@bib49], [@bib53], [@bib54], [@bib55], [@bib56], [@bib57], which can match pretty well. Accordingly, we proposed the model of ETCS (electron transport chain supercomplex) [@bib20]. The loss of CII in ETCS might be an artificial result during sample preparation or data processing, and another reason might be the low abundance of CII in megacomplex itself. In this model, the Q binding site of CI, CII and CIII all face a sealed compartment, which is very likely to be the previously reported Q pool. This result can also explain why a proportion of CII appear to use the same Q pool with CI and why electrons from succinate can be transferred to NADH. One thing worth noting is that our model didn\'t exclude the possibility that CoQ molecules in the Q pool could exchange with free CoQ molecules in a very low rate.

Electron transfer pathway {#sec4.2}
-------------------------

The most classic theory about electron transfer in the respiratory chain is the Q cycle model proposed by Mitchell in 1975 [@bib58]. In this model, there are two Q binding sites in each CIII monomer. One is the Q~i~ site near heme *b*~H~ at the matrix side, and the other is the Q~o~ site near heme *b*~L~ at the intermembrane side. At the beginning, reduced QH~2~ released from CI or CII reaches the Q~o~ site. The first electron from QH~2~ is transferred to cyt.*c* through heme *c*~1~, and the second electron is transferred to an oxidized Q molecule bound at the Q~i~ site through heme *b*~H~, thus forming a semiquinone, which can generate reactive oxygen species (ROS). After two QH~2~ molecules being oxidized the Q~o~ site, two electrons are transferred to two cyt.*c* molecules, and one Q molecule is reduced at the Q~i~ site.

Sazanov\'s group presented an electron transfer pathway based on their respirasome structure and agrees with the Q cycle theory [@bib6]. The proximal Q cavity (close to CI) is open to the membrane, while the distal Q cavity (close to CIV) is slightly capped by CIV, which can consume oxygen rapidly and generate a reducing environment, thus alleviating the ROS production by the semiquinone generated during Q cycle. They argued that the asymmetry of CIII dimer in respirasome can cope perfectly with the need to reduce ROS generation and proceed Q cycle in the meanwhile [@bib6]. Kuhlbrandt\'s group also reported the CIII dimer to be asymmetric, however, they proposed that the distal monomer is totally inactive, having no function except as a scaffold, and the cyt.*c* binding site in the proximal monomer is closer to CIV than the inactive one, increasing the electron transfer efficiency [@bib7]. They accepted the Q cycle theory in their model as well \[[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}\].Fig. 4**Different electron transfer mechanisms**. Two mechanisms proposed by different groups are presented and depicted in the paragraph. Complex I, III, IV and cyt.*c* are shown in cyan, green, brown and purple respectively. Electron transfer pathway is indicated by arrows. Abbreviation: IMS: Intermembrane space.

In contrast, based on the high resolution structure of respirasome, our group proposed an electron transfer pathway different from the classic Q cycle model [@bib9]. In fact, the major defects of the Q cycle model promoted us to raise this model. The Q~o~ site in CIII is at the intermembrane space side, while the Q binding pocket in CI is at the matrix side, which means if the QH~2~ released from CI is to reach the Q~o~ site, its polar head must traverse across the hydrophobic inner mitochondrial membrane, and this is highly energy expensive. In the Q cycle theory, only one electron is transferred to cyt.*c*, and the other one is transferred back to Q, which is quite extravagant in term of energy conversion. Besides, despite that the Q cycle theory has been popular for a long time, no structure of Q~i~ site occupied by native Q was reported [@bib59], neither were reliable data supporting the Q~o~ site to be a functional QH~2~ binding site provided [@bib60].

Despite the Q cycle theory, our group proposed a "single site model" with the highest energy conversion efficiency based on the structural analyses [@bib9]. According to the structural information, the Q~i~ sites of the proximal and distal CIII monomer are 11 nm and 13 nm away from the Q binding pocket in CI, respectively. QH~2~ released from CI will bind to the Q~i~ site instead of the Q~o~ site in CIII, and the distal Q~i~ site is easier to reach. The first electron is transferred from the Q~i~ site in the distal monomer to heme *b*~L~ in the proximal CIII monomer via tunneling between heme *b*~H~ and the two heme *b*~L~ molecules, and the second electron is transferred to heme *b*~L~ in the distal CIII monomer. Then, the two electrons are transferred to two cyt.*c* molecules through two Rieske proteins and two heme *c*~1~ molecules in the CIII dimer. In this pathway, both electrons of QH~2~ are utilized, and the polar head of the Q molecule does not need to traverse across the hydrophobic membrane \[[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}\].

Assembly of supercomplexes {#sec4.3}
--------------------------

The biogenesis and assembly of supercomplexes are highly relevant to proper mitochondrial function and pathogenesis of many severe neuromuscular disorders [@bib18], [@bib24], [@bib61], [@bib62]. Many groups even reported that during heart failure, aging and Barth syndrome, it is the assembly of respirasome rather than the amount of individual complexes that is mainly affected [@bib15], [@bib63], [@bib64], [@bib65]. However, the accurate process is largely unknown. In 2012, Moreno-Lastres et al. proposed that a CI assembly intermediate, instead of the holo CI enzyme, functions as a scaffold for incorporation of CIII and CIV to form the respirasome, and the final step of adding the NADH dehydrogenase catalytic module (distal part of matrix region) to CI would activate CI and the whole respirasome [@bib66]. Similarly, Perez--Perez et al. reported that the CIII dimer will finish its assembly after the formation of supercomplex III~2~IV~1~. They claimed that a pre CIII dimer will bind the CIV subunit COX7A2L (SCAF1) first, and then CIV incorporates to form a pre supercomplex [@bib67]. Finally, the remaining part of CIII dimer assemble to the supercomplex and CIII becomes matured. They also concluded that COX7A2L mainly promote the stabilization of III~2~IV~1~, without affecting respirasome formation. However, Cogliati et al. reported that they confirmed the long isoform of SCAF1 is necessary for interaction between CIII and CIV, while they also found respirasome is absent in most tissues where only short isoform of SCAF1 exists, except for heart and skeletal muscle, indicating SCAF1 indeed helps respirasome formation [@bib24]. Some other assembly factors have been reported to assist the respirasome assembly [@bib68], [@bib69], [@bib70], including C11orf83(UQCC3), Rcf1, and Aim24. In addition, cardiolipin was found critical in supercomplex assembly [@bib71], [@bib72]. Nonetheless, the clear assembly process of respirasome is still behind the curtain. Besides, some groups investigating the assembly of individual complex I did not detect the existence of CI assembly intermediate participating in respirasome formation, adding more enigmas to respirasome assembly [@bib73], [@bib74]. To be honest, the accurate assembly process of respirasome is largely unknown, so the demand of finding more assembly factors and assembly intermediates is urgent.

Conclusion {#sec5}
==========

Respirasome is such a huge and delicate machine that both mtDNA and nDNA mutations in almost any of its components can hamper its proper function and cause many severe human diseases [@bib75], [@bib76], like cancer [@bib77], [@bib78], neurodegenerative disease [@bib79], [@bib80], [@bib81], aging [@bib82], [@bib83], and cardiovascular disease [@bib84]. High resolution structures of respirasome, especially the human respirasome, could provide new guidance to pathology research and drug development, and detailed characterization of pathological mutations in relationship with structural changes will be important for promoting both basic science and clinical research. Cryo-EM tomography and single-molecule labeling techniques will offer more insights on the organization and real-time dynamic state of respirasome in situ. As indicated above, the regulation mechanism of respirasome assembly and function is barely known, thus screening supercomplex assembly factors and discovering their relationship with existing cellular signal pathways are very important. Moreover, further functional studies are warranted to validate the new mechanism of electron transfer proposed by our group.
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